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NISHAAN ANNUAL REPORT 2011-2012
Sikh university students from City, Hertfordshire, Imperial, London School of Economics, Kings
College London, Queen Mary, UCL and Westminister universities created the Nishaan network
in 2011. This report contains an overview of how our network came into being, describes the
events we organised and critically evaluates our performance over the academic year.
The report is based on an internal reflection of the year and is supported by minutes from our
group meetings, feedback we have collected over the year and self-evaluations from our final
2011 – 2012 meeting. It is a true and honest account of the success and drawbacks of Nishaan’s
first year.
It is crucial that the contents of the report are thoroughly reviewed by the following Nishaan
Executive Committee. The points made should be implemented and the advice given should be
acted upon.
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FOREWORD
University Sikh Societies in London have become well established over the last decade and each major
university in the capital now boasts a society for its Sikh students.
On the 6th of June 2011, 23 students from 8 London Sikh Societies met at Shepherds Bush Gurdwara in
attempt to improve communication, collaboration and unity between the various Sikh societies.
The attendees were a mixture of students that had either played active roles in previous Sikh society
committees or were about to take over for the forthcoming year. The event was organised on Facebook,
after a group named ‘UK Uni Sikh Society Committee Members 2011/2012’ was created in the early
summer of 2011.
The first meeting gave students a chance to share ideas for Sikh society events and the general outcome
was representatives of each London Sikh society felt there was a greater need to collaborate and for
formal communication channels to be established.
Sikh societies had worked in the past to host events together, but there was a feeling that this needed to
be done on a much larger scale with more universities contributing ideas, resources and time to
enhancing the quality of Sikh society events.
Over a series of meetings over the summer and the creation of another Facebook group on 21st August
2011 (now called Nishaan Executive) we unanimously decided that there was a need to produce a strong
identity to showcase the unity that had developed between Sikh societies. We decided to name ourselves
Nishaan. Our mission statement is as follows:
“Nishaan works to bring together Sikh Students and member Sikh societies with the intention of providing a
relaxed environment for students to share an educational, spiritual and social experience of Sikhi at their own
pace, resulting in positive life changes.”

SUMMARY OF THE YEAR
In our opinion, the Sikh way of life is a framework for self-development, education and collective
progression. Our primary aim as a network was to encourage these ideals among Sikh Societies. One of
the objectives we identified for our network was:
‘‘To provide Sikh students with a non-judgemental, informative and relaxed environment to learn
at their own pace and comfort, about Sikh ideology, culture and history.’’
We feel proud to say that with the Gurus grace we organised 17 events over the year and saw students
from a variety of backgrounds attend these. Feedback for events has been extremely positive and
attendees came away from our events feeling uplifted.
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Sikh Soc members benefitted from the increased number of events they had an offer throughout the year
and the networking opportunities available from meeting students from other societies. As well as
putting on a selection of events, students had the option to attend three different classes; Tanti Saaj
kirtan, Gurbani Santhiya and Sikh Studies classes.
Although we do not judge our success by number of attendees, turn out to the majority of events was
strong and many students attending a Sikh Soc event for the first time, returned.
Over the course of the year, we encountered many challenges and at times, these problems dampened the
spirit of our events. We feel that these were mainly communicational issues leading to misunderstandings
which caused these difficulties.
As a network that promotes Guru Nanak Dev Jee’s message of unity, tolerance and truth we aimed to
overcome these challenges by equipping ourselves with the tools that our Gurus gave us. We have by no
means had the perfect start to providing students with the platform that we desired to learn about Sikhi.
But as a group we endeavour to work relentlessly towards our goal. As Guru Nanak Dev Jee told us,

ਜਉ ਤਉ

ਉ॥

ਤ

ਆਉ ॥

Ja▫o ṯa▫o parem kẖelaṇ kā cẖā▫o. || Sir ḏẖar ṯalī galī merī ā▫o.
If you desire to play this game of love with Me, then step onto My Path with your head in
hand. (Ang 1412)
And we have set ourselves up not to critique what other organisations are doing, or to watch, but simply..
we are here to play the game.

Waheguru Jee Ka Khalsa, Waheguru Jee Ke Fateh

NISHAAN EXECUTIVE CO MMITTEE 2011 – 2012
From left to right:
Jasdeep Singh Gill (Imperial)
Preety Kaur (City)
Gurbir Singh (Kingston)
Gurmaher Singh Kooner (LSE)
Narvir Singh (Herts)
Sukhmit Singh Chaggar (QM)
Joht Singh Chandhan(UCL)
Hamint Singh (City)
Aman Kaur Kandola (QM)
Govindpal Singh Kooner (Imperial)
Gagandeep Kaur Bains (KCL)
Preeti Kaur Dulay (QM)
Ajmeet Singh (City)
Jaspinder Singh (KCL)
Tiran Singh Bharj (Herts)
Resham Singh (UCL)
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STRUCTURE OF NISHAAN
The founding principle of the Nishaan network is that it is exclusively organised by students and for
students. We as a group felt that we needed to place our trust in each other rather any external individual
or existing organisation. For this reason the emphasis on the Nishaan structure was to be self-dependent,
giving students the control over their society and for there to be collective decision making.
No one individual as power to make a decision on behalf of Nishaan, everything must be discussed and a
unanimous decision needs to be reached before ideas are implemented.

Kings College
London
Kingston

Queen Mary

Imperial

Nishaan

Hertfordshire

LSE

City
UCL

The diagram above offers a graphical representation of Nishaan’s structure; it is not a network that is
external to individual universities but is in fact created by the collective input of the respective Sikh
Societies. Nishaan acts as the bridge to pull all these Sikh Societies together.
In order to ensure Sikh Socs have strong and clear leadership, all the societies in Nishaan have one or
more president(s) and a committee. These individuals are chosen to act in their society’s best interest and
implement the decisions made by their members. They are also responsible to communicate effectively
with other universities, and represent their society in Nishaan.
To facilitate this communication between member universities a group named ‘Nishaan Executive’ was
created. Along with the presidents of each Sikh Soc, members who showed a passion to enhance the
quality of their events were added to this group. The fundamental elements of the group were as follows:





Stimulate open, honest and progressive discussions on developing Sikh Societies
Build a stronger bond between the Sikh student population
Allow societies to collaborate on events
Provide a support network of resources, ideas and advice to all students

The Nishaan Executive would therefore make collective decisions on which events societies would work
together on.
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THE NISHAAN MODEL
The Sikh Society members are the people that should dictate how their society is run and what events are
organised for them. The committee they elect should act on their behalf to carry out the responsibility of
managing the society.
The core members of these committees should then work together with other societies in the Nishaan
Executive group to further benefit their members.
The model developed was as follows:
The blue lines showing the link between the various groups are non-directional as communication; ideas
and opinions should ideally flow both ways from members to committees and vice-versa.
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ADVISORY BOARD
We decided an independent and student-led approach is the best way in which Sikh students can truly
have a voice for themselves and take control of their societies. Over a decade ago many University student
societies were still led entirely by their membership and did not tolerate interference or attendance from
non-students. However, some of these societies came under the indirect influence of nefarious groups
who sought to usurp there activities and succeeded in doing so through unwitting student officers with
whom they had familial relationships.
The benefits of a student-only approach can be neutralised if activities and decisions aren’t scrutinised by
experienced, knowledgeable Sikhs who then offer advice and guidance. This system is loosely based on
the Sikh system of governance, and adopted an external group of experienced professionals to oversee,
advice and support our plans. This group consisted of Harwinder Singh, Ranjeet Singh, Jasjit Singh.
Throughout the year they provided us with an extremely useful response in writing to our minutes. They
helped us when we ran out of options and gave hope and new options when we needed them. They were
particularly useful in conflict resolution, matters of security and venue locations. They were also helpful
when City was unable to book their prayer room, and the advisory board found a solution for both the
university and City Sikh Society.
Although one member of the Nishaan executive was the link to the board, we need to look at how to make
this board more accessible as some of the team were unclear how to contact them directly and some
members were even confused with the structure and how it worked. It is important to note that the
Advisory board did not attend Nishaan meetings and nor were they members of the Nishaan Executive
group on facebook.
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EVALUATION OF EVENTS
This section of the report focuses on the events Nishaan has organised throughout the year. The analysis
has been collated from attendees and organisers taking a critical look at the work we have done.

NISHAAN VS. SNOWDON, 12 TH SEPTEMBER 2011

EVENT INFO
The self-dependent ethos of Nishaan encouraged us to raise our own funds for the forthcoming year. We
gave ourselves the challenge of climbing Mount Snowdon in Wales in order to raise sponsorship money.
Twelve students took part in this activity and it was a fantastic way to develop team spirit.
For an entertaining account of our journey, please go to http://nishaan.org/our-trip-to-snowdon/ or
alternatively watch this short video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdIeYs65qtY&feature=plcp

GOOD POINTS




Managed to raise £1500 for the Nishaan budget.
An exciting way to increase funds
Fantastic team-building exercise that developed strong professional relationships between the
team

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT








Before embarking on a demanding activity, a thorough risk assessment needs to be carried out to
address potential hazards and raise safeguards.
Allow ample time to actually climb the mountain. We started too late and so we were still on the
mountain at nightfall which was dangerous. This could be avoided by travelling to the destination
and staying the night before.
Requirement for better planning and issuing of health warning to participants e.g. asthmatics or
joint issues.
We should have highlighted that climbing Snowdon was a strenuous physical activity and so not
all members would have enjoyed this test.
Overall the event required greater preparation. Some key items were missed before departing
and were remembered at the last minute. Should ensure that we bring enough fluids, maps
torches, whistles and ensure proper notification of authorities.
Costs of the trip (petrol money and food etc) must be weighed against the potential funds being
raised.
Not everyone who attended contributed money. Everyone who attends in the future must
contribute a minimum amount.
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PAINTBALLING

EVENT INFO
A ‘Delta Force’ paintballing event held in Surrey kick-started the first term of Nishaan events. It gave
students the chance to network in a competitive yet fun atmosphere. The reason for having a social event
before a spiritual event was because we felt that during the first few weeks we needed to build an
immediate rapport with Sikh Soc members and this informal event would ease this process.

GOOD POINTS





The turnout for the first event was strong, with 50 students attending.
Tickets were well priced and advertisement was effective. For reference, advertisement included
an informative poster, which was put up as profile pictures and pasted on Facebook.
Participants had fun.
Attracted students from a variety of backgrounds.

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT








There was too short notice for the event, which made it difficult for people to attend.
People tended to stay within their own social groups from their individual universities rather
than mingle with people from different universities.
Location was quite far from central London.
Expensive activity
No snacks
The nature of the activity itself is perhaps a little too competitive creating some negative
attitudes and atmosphere
Not recommended by meeting attendees as an event that should be repeated.
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HERTFORDSHIRE KIRTAN DARBAR

EVENT INFO
At Nishaan’s first meeting one of the ideas put forward was to organise a Kirtan Darbar every month. We
decided that the university hosting the Darbar should change every month and be from a different
geographical location. For this reason we split the universities in Nishaan into the following categories:
Greater London, Central London and East London. The hosts of the Kirtan Darbar would rotate from each
of these categories.
Hertfordshire university was first to hold a Nishaan Kirtan Darbar and students enjoyed an evening of
Kirtan followed by Langar.

POSITIVES



Good variety of Kirtan.
Good social interaction after the Kirtan Darbar between attendees.

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT




The event was far too close to other events.
Was perhaps too early in the year and this may have caused the poor turnout from London
universities.
Need more time for student Kirtanis.
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SEVA DAY

EVENT INFO
Nishaan Seva Day encompassed the teachings of the Gurus by giving students the change to get together
and prepare food for the homeless. Students met at Shephards Bush Gurdwara and after taking a
Hukamnama (selected reading from the Guru Granth Sahib Jee), the volunteers organised themselves in
the main kitchen hall to prepare making the sandwiches. The ingredients had already been delivered and
so all that remained to do was to make production lines and get the sandwiches packaged.
Alongside this, students were also given the option of making cards for the children at Great Ormonds
Street hospital.
A bag containing a sandwich, drink and piece of fruit was distributed in Charing Cross, with a large
number of volunteers helping out. This act of compassion was warmly received by the local public and
students heightened their awareness of their responsibility to society as Sikhs.

GOOD POINTS




A large number of freshers attended.
The decision to abandon the workshops and other activities (shabad interpretation and tanti saaj
into) worked in our favour as everyone was in the same room allowing people to get to know one
another whilst carrying out seva.
The welcome committee at the front of the Gurdwara worked well to make sure participants
knew what they were doing.

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT






Where the food is going to be distributed needs to be planned in advance. This will involve
speaking to charity representatives to show them that the facilities used to prepare food are
hygiene certified
Food preparation needs to be quicker.
There was far too much raw food brought and also too much made.
Clearing up of the Gurdwara afterwards was not up to standard
It may be more convenient to buy in bulk and to get Tesco’s to deliver to the Gurdwara rather
than transporting food from other areas ourselves.
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BHAI GHULAM CHAND KIRTAN

EVENT INFO
Bhai Ghulam Muhammad Chand Ji is one of the great rababis from Pakistan. He is from the same family
lineage and musical tradition that traces back to Bhai Mardaana, the lifelong companion of Guru Nanak
Dev Jee.
Very fortunately he was in London in early October and the Nishaan team seized the opportunity to invite
students to come and witness the sublime kirtan by Bhai Sahib at Shephards Bush Gurdwara.

POSITIVES




A good turnout. Queen Mary’s representatives said this was the event best attended by their Uni.
Good to see students being able to host and organise a Kirtan Darbar with renowned raagis.
Gave students a golden opportunity to connect with their Guru

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT



The event was on the same week as two other events. For obvious reasons it would be better to
space events out more evenly over the term.
Shephards Bush (venue) is quite far out from central London, to maximise attendees always look
to host where the majority of our students are based.
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UCL KIRTAN DARBAR

EVENT INFO
Continuing with our monthly kirtan darbars, UCL were next in line to host. It was another beautiful night
for students to enjoy kirtan on the day Sikhs worldwide were celebrating Bandhi Chorr Divas.
The kirtanis were composed of mainly students which we felt was an encouraging feature of the event.

POSITIVES




Provided a spiritual place for students who couldn’t make it home for Bandhi Chorr Divas.
Good variety of kirtan.
Well received Langar consisting of simple and easy student food: Pizza

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT




Due to the size of the chaplaincy (Where the Darbar was held) it was a bit tight for the sangat.
PA and projectors need a bit more organisation. Aim to have them ready and functioning at least
an hour before the start of the programme
Need to screen kirtanis beforehand if they are planning to do Katha to ensure appropriate subject
content.
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1984 TALK

EVENT INFO
Every year and rightfully so, most Sikh Societies organise an event on the topic of 1984. Our aim
was to also do this but to ensure that the talk was academic rather than emotive in nature. We
wanted a speaker who could accurately portray the atrocities committed against the Sikh
nation, using references where appropriate to support their content.
Harinder Singh, Co-founder of SikhRI was the guest speaker at this event and gave the audience
an informative and gripping account. This was followed by a question and answer session that
yielded some good interaction between the audience and the speaker.
We would highly recommend Nishaan to work with SikhRI again as the level of research that
goes behind their talks is a real inspiration to those who listen.
For a full recording of the event please see: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jR9KxPi07UQ

POSITIVES






Harinder Singh provided a very professional talk
Q and A at the end was good. It is important to give students a chance to channel their questions.
It was recorded and streamed live using ustream(Nishaan has an account)
Inspired many students and helped to dispel a lot of confusion surrounding the subject material.
95 people attended and 30 people streamed it online.

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT








A lot of people but not enough non-Sikhs. Perhaps put posters in student unions.
The talk was very informative and people were quite fired up but there was no follow up
programme or publication of the literature list.
More liaising with other societies such as university amnesty societies etc.
Having a meeting before the event wasn’t well received by attendees. Meetings should be kept
out of sight.
Provide the slides of the presentation to students (if Sikhri allow it).
Non-students present engaging in intimidating behaviour towards university students.
Online coverage needs to be improved.
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Awkwardness with Kings Committee. This reflects a greater point for presidents to fully inform
and engage committees in Nishaan work.



- no introduction to the talker, Harinder Singh

QM KIRTAN DARBAR

EVENT INFO
Yet another kirtan darbar, but this time held in the East of London by Queen Mary. More kirtan
exclusively by students, followed by langhar.

POSITIVES




Venue was excellent, wonderful acoustics in the queen mary chapel
Kirtan was varied which was good.
Langar was well organised and distributed efficiently.

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT





Quite a few non-students at the Darbar. It is Nishaans policy to ensure the atmosphere is
comfortable and welcoming for all students. Non university members attending may compromise
this feeling.
PA needs improvement.
Space to eat Langar was limited, sitting on the floor would be better
Not many Nishaan universities coming. High proportion of QM only
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COLLABORATIONS

EVENT INFO
One of the most memorable events in the Nishaan calendar was Collaborations. It was a night
that gave Sikh artists a platform to exhibit their talent and for students to be inspired by the
various acts.
This year we had a Pohir Dhadhi Jatha, music by Amrit Kaur Lohia and Dubtician, live painting
by Inkquistive, a speech by the president of the All India Sikh Student Federation and finally our
headline act: Mandeep Sethi, a rapper from USA.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jR9KxPi07UQ
Accompanying the entertainment was a vegetarian three-course meal. We wanted the event to
be enjoyable for all students but had a strict policy on avoiding acts which could be perceived to
be anti-gurmat. As a network we feel we need to be all encompassing to avoid alienating certain
students from our events.
As well as the focus on promoting Sikh talent, this was the first time Collaborations was
organised jointly by all universities and not by Imperial Sikh Society (ISS). This moved proved
controversial by some members of ISS, however it was a decision which we felt appropriate
given the nature of the event. Collaborations has always been about bringing Sikh Societies
together, allowing them to socialise over dinner. As Nishaan had been set up for this purpose,
organising it as a collective ensured bonds between universities were strengthened.

POSITIVES







Turnout was as good as last year but also from a wider variety of universities.
Change in theme from a dinner to a talent show was received well by many
The security team performed their job off refusing to let Non-students into the hall well
Hosts were very good as they warmed well to the audience and seemed in control of timings.
Venue was in a good location, with useful facilities –backstage room, stage and ample tables and
chairs.
The food was tasty and served on time

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
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Controversy around the name due to friction with imperial committee. It is however in the events
best interest to do it collectively and communication needs to be relayed better between Nishaan
and Sikh Soc committees.
The ice breaker wasn’t well executed. Better to avoid complicated activities.
It would be better to assign universities to half tables so that people mingle more rather than
retreat to their usual social groups.
We need to screen the acts as they may not fully understand what they are supposed to do.
There was confusion about roles. Important to have an event manager to allocate positions and
for people to adhere to these
No working with family. Reliability becomes an issue.
Assign ticket collection to security.
Miscalculation in decorations resulting in last minute stress. In future events, tables need to be
measured, a list of contacts for future, directory of contacts, finances need to be manage far
better.
Ticket selling must be allocated to one person and should be on first come first serve basis. No
places should be reserved for anyone regardless of who they are.

KINGSTON KIRTAN DARBAR

EVENT INFO
The last kirtan darbar of 2011 was held at Gurdwara Sri Har Rai Sahib in Surrey. Kingston Sikh Society
hosted it and around 40 people attended, mostly new attendees to an Nishaan event. It was great meeting
people people and seeing new faces and also getting out of busy Central London.

POSITIVES




Langar was made by students and was well prepared
Gurdwara was very cosy
Event had a great family feel throughout and everyone was very relaxed

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT






Very low attendance
The event was straight after collaborations.
Drew very little London students, perhaps organise a minibus from central to Kingston.
Some kirtanis weren’t able to make it.
Was really late in the year (avoid last week of December term)
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KINGS KIRTAN DARBAR

EVENT INFO
Kirtan on the 26th floor of Guys Hospital has always been a popular Sikh Soc event at Kings
College. This year was no different, with students from as far as Leicester coming down to
attend.
The kirtan darbar started with a recitation of Rehraas Sahib and was followed by kirtan sung by
students. Harjinder Singh Lallie was a guest raagi and captivated the sangat with his traditional
instruments.
A video bringing out the highlights of the event can be found at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADuqkyAezrw&list=UL

POSITIVES





Wide selection of Kirtan
Well maintained cloakroom
Well organised and hosted, with great intros and outros from Kings team
Location was very nice and had a beautiful view of the sunset

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT






Naming of the event caused controversy. Kings has been organising this event for a number of
years and naming it Nishaan Kirtan Darbar upset some people. The solution to this is to just
leave the event in the university name and use the Nishaan logo to symbolise all universities have
worked together to organise this event and all students are welcome to attend
Communication issue between kings committee which needs improvement.
Posters designed to promote the event need to be used more.
Nishaan has built itself on self-dependence. Non students providing Langar opens the door for
individuals to ask for favours in return for helping out. This is an extreme example and is unlikely
to happen but to ensure it doesn’t we advise Sikh Societies to organise langhar themselves.
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An organization approached committee at the event to do a presentation. Even though it is
difficult to decline such requests, it is important to do so. It makes the schedule overrun and the
agenda of the presentation may not be fit for the event.
Too many non-students at a university event. This has the potential of leading to uncomfortable
situations for new students.

EQUALITY STREET

EVENT INFO
From the onset, the students in the Nishaan network have looked to come up with innovative events to
give students an experience of different aspects in Sikhi. Along with this, we hoped to tackled topical
issues in our community and as a group we felt gender inequality was pertinent.
Rather then organising a talk aimed to highlight the emphasis of equality taught by the Gurus, we wanted
students to confront their own thoughts through a facilitated discussion.
We started the event with a brief clip, which set the agenda for the day’s event. After a brief icebreaker,
the attendees were split into two groups allowing students to discuss inequality issues amongst their own
gender.
Highlights from Equality Street: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSLYtRT_IIg

POSITIVES






Fascinating mature discussions
Well presented and organized
Great food and atmosphere was relaxing.
Video presented at the start was good and relevant, provided good context
Event definitely must be repeated

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT





Timing wasn’t enough for each activity.
Event was a bit too drawn out at the end and discussion was unstructured
Solutions were vague
Not many non-city students
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DRUGS IN PUNJAB

EVENT INFO
A serious issue in the Sikh community is the widespread drug addiction in Punjab. Again we felt it was our
duty to highlight this grave problem among students, by providing a well-researched and thorough talk at
the current situation.
This was given by Ranjeet Singh Shahi at Imperial University and streamed live, like many of our other
events on ustream.com.

POSITIVES





Most well attended event at imperial.
Speaker was knowledgeable and provided dated references on each slide
Good turn out from out of London universities (Holloway and Kingston).
The speaker also gave his slides for screening before the event.

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT




Venue was difficult to get to. Events should have directions provided by hosts.
Recording was bad. The camera angle wasn’t right.
Hosts were not organised.
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UCL LANGAR

EVENT INFO
On an annual basis UCL SS serves langhar on its campus. The event attracts students and teachers from all
backgrounds and faiths, sharing the humanitarian concept of langhar with them.
This year the Nishaan team worked with UCL Sikh Society to put on this event again. The langhar was
made at Seven Kings Gurdwara, Ilford and delivered to the Gower Street campus by a hired van.
Students were served roti (Chapatti), daal (lentils), mix veg sabhjee and keer (curdled rice). Alongside
this a gatka performance was organised in the main UCL Quad at lunch time to attract the public’s interest
and introduce them to the martial aspect of Sikhi.
A video bringing you the highlights from UCL Langhar 2012:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkD6eKWKptI&feature=plcp

POSITIVES





Gatka added a new dimension to the event.
Interfaith prayer and slides in the Langar hall helped to include other communities.
For the first time other community members helped to serve Langar.
The Dastar tying was very big success.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT






Shoe trays were not assembled correctly and collapsed mid-morning.
Menu needs to change as too much food goes to waste. Suggestions for a new simple menu
included cholay, bhaturay and sabji
Need to notify more faith societies to get involved.
Need more emphasis on education of who Sikhs are
VERY low attendance. Only 800 served. Past years had 1600 at least. Need to pick a busier
University day
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CHARITY BIKE RIDE

EVENT INFO
The second charity event Nishaan organised was a bike ride from City University London to LSE. Not only
did this raise money for the Hope & Compassion charity, it gave students from City an added incentive to
travel together to attend the Exploring your Potential talk that was scheduled to happen that evening.

POSITIVES





Huge interest due to uniqueness using Barclay’s bikes.
150 pounds raised for Hope and Compassion charity in Punjab
Was good encouragement for people to attend the Sikhri talk at LSE ‘Exploring your potential’
Good physical activity

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT







The route needs to be planned and tested beforehand.
Have a map and a checklist for warm-ups.
Any more people would have been difficult to manage as there was still a shortage of bikes with
the few numbers that attended.
Other universities should do this too.
Should be a standalone event.
Organise in advance and check enough bikes
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EXPLORING YOUR POTENTIAL

EVENT INFO
Harinder Singh from SikhRI returned to deliver a workshop at LSE, aimed to inspire the
attendees and awaken them to think about their true potential. The session, which used Gurmat
ideas as a foundation, posed students with challenging questions that they were asked to reflect
on.
‘What is your aim in life’. This is a question that is rarely discussed in our Gurdwaras, homes, or
social circles but something that every Sikh should be asking themselves.
The way it was facilitated and the rapport Harinder Singh built with the attendees, ensured
students left with a positive mind-set.

POSITIVES





First interactive presentation of the year
Another well thought out inspiring event by Harinder Singh
The venue was fit for the purpose

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT




Timing of the event wasn’t great as it was in the last week of term.
The talk was too short –only lasted around 40minutes. Agree with speaker prior to the event, the
appropriate duration of the talk.
Promotion was vague in the sense that the event description on facebook and poster failed to
portray what the event was about.
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ANAND

EVENT INFO
The final event of the Nishaan 2011-2012 calendar was a beautiful opportunity for students to experience
the vitality of amritvela nitnem, followed by Asa Ki Vaar kirtan.
Hosted by Hertfordshire University, students met at 3.30am in the Multi-faith room to begin by reflecting
on the Divines name. This was followed by the recitation of Jap Jee Sahib, Jaap Sahib, Tvu Parsad Savaiye,
Chaupai Sahib and Anand Sahib.
A raagi kirtan with the jori then sang Asa Ki Vaar. For a recording of this, please click here:
An english breakfast of toast, waffles, beans and roasted tomatoes were then served to the sangat.
It was a truly uplifting experience, ending spectacularly, an eventful first year for Nishaan.

POSITIVES





An event that truly highlights the essence of Sikhi
Unique event for students to participate in with their peers
Carefree and very relaxed last event of the year
The breakfast was tasty and capped of the morning

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT



Need to organise hotels for everyone
Encourage London socs to organise minibuses to arrive in the morning or night before
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COMPETITIONS
T-shirt design competition
In order to build the profile of Nishaan among students, we decided to launch two competitions. The first
was giving students the task of designing a Nishaan T-shirt.
We received 22 entries and gave our advisory board the job of picking out the winner. Below is the
winning design, submitted by Rajinder Kaur from City. She won a HTC smartphone and a Professor Puran
Singh book as a prize.
FRONT:

BACK:

Distribution of T-Shirts.
100 t-shirts were printed at £400 with the winning design. We agreed to sell them at £8 each or two for
£15.
Unfortunately these did not sell well and at year-end we had a great deal of tshirts left. In future it would
be advisable to take orders first and then print any hoodies/tshirts out.

Poetry Competition
The second competition we launched was to encourage Sikh Students to embrace our poetic roots and
write a short piece on a Sikhi related topic.
We received a variety of poems exhibiting great quality from our students and the winning prize was a
Kindle. Both the prizes were donated by members of the sangat.
One key criticism from this competition was the deadline was extended to give students more time to
submit entries .On reflection, this is unfair and once a deadline has been set, it should be adhered to
regardless of the number of entries.
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NISHAAN EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
This section of the report focuses on the composition of the Nishaan Executive Committee (NEC). It was
discussed above that presidents of each respective Sikh Society are part of this group to aid direct
communication and efficient organisation between SS.
In addition to the presidents, the VP (if the society has one) is also part of the group. This year some
universities also chose to have a designated ‘Nishaan rep’ who would also contribute to the NEC. We
found that the most effective members of the NEC were those who played a key role in running their
respective society as they were better informed at representing their university.
As well as making decisions on what type of event we should hold, the NEC was responsible for all the
advertising and event videography. These tasks required a degree of technical skill which may have been
lacking if the group had a strict rule of only Presidents and VP. For this reason, members who brought
additional talent to the group were added on merit.
Therefore it is important to note that any individual from a sikh society may join the group, if there is a
general feeling that the individual will enhance the quality of Nishaans work.
During the year this happened on several occasions were students were admitted into the group to fill
roles that were not covered. At the end of year meeting this process was discussed so it became more
formal. It was concluded that a new person entering the group must first come along to a Nishaan
meeting, where they will be formally introduced. It was also a requirement that they sign the Nishaan
constitution. This was primarily to ensure they read and understood the principles of Nishaan.
Other points raised in the meeting regarding this section were as follows






Suggestion of a limit of a two year term for members
In order to promote greater accountability for tasks and to implement disciplinary procedures,
project managers should be appointed and should be responsible for each project and take
responsibility for people working with them
Removal from Nishaan will be based upon guidelines in the constitution after a preliminary
warning.
We need to ensure there are people designated to handle finance, media, and photography.
All decisions need to be made publically on the Nishaan executive group.

This last point is fundamental to the framework of Nishaan. As Nishaan is a network with no leader, all
decisions must be made collectively and in a transparent manner. This means that decisions should not
be made informally between a few members. In some cases there is a need to make a quick decision
where a full consultation with the NEC is not feasible. In these instances, the decision must be highlighted
on the group with an explanation.
All of these points are to maintain Nishaans integrity and uphold the spirit of unity among students.

COMMUNICATION
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BETWEEN THE TEAM
At the heart of any successful organisation is effective communication between the people responsible for
making decisions. The far most important method is having regular group meetings with a full
attendance. It cannot be stressed enough how crucial sitting together and discussing the current matters
at hand is.
Over the year the NEC met 11 times at varied locations and times. Typically they were at a university
building, but we also used Shephards Bush Gurdwara as a meeting place. This should be changed as it was
very difficult for east Londoners to get to, and therefore we should stick to Central London locations in
the future. On reflection it is clear that the most effective meetings had the following features:






An agenda was made well in advance and shared with the team
The location was accessible to all members
Apologies for absence are given in advance, and a replacement is found to ensure all universities
are represented.
Minutes are taken with an appropriate degree of detail and fill in using the official Nishaan
template
Definitive action points are set, which need to be followed up after the meeting

BETWEEN NISHAAN EXEC AND SIKH SOCIETY MEMBERS
As a newly established network, it was important to set up the correct channels of communication to
engage with our student base. The following tools were set up





Nishaan facebook page.
Twitter account (@nishaanuk)
YouTube page (youtube.com/user/nishaanuk)
Website

FB PAGE
Over the year the page received around 300 likes. It was used as the main social networking hub to
promote events, upload photos and announce competitions.
In terms of evaluating its effectiveness, we all feel that the page needed to be more interactive with the
public. Rarely did a post attract comments or get good feedback from students. There is a definite need to
improve traffic to the page.

TWITTER ACCOUNT
With 38 followers at the time of writing, the twitter account is a means of communication that also needs
to be worked on. Although its function is covered by other means, it is another avenue that could be used
to engage with students. This has been inactive and should be deleted unless we find a dedicated member
to use it to update and put live updates about our events

YOUTUBE PAGE
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High quality videos were created frequently though out the year. They showcased what Nishaan had to
offer students in superb fashion.
Some promotional videos were made alongside this to increase the publicity of forthcoming events. Key
stats:
Channel views: 13,187
Videos uploaded: 17
Subscribers: 17

WEBSITE (WWW.NISHAAN.ORG)
From the date of our launch, we have been aware of the importance of having a fully functional
website. It should be the place to go where students want to find out anything about Sikh
Societies in London.
Although this objective has not been reached, the website has been improved slowly throughout
the year and now has a sound structure on which we can build upon.
The main difficulty has been transferring information to the website and keeping it up-to-date.
Screenshot from Nishaan website:
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WEEKLY EMAIL
Most Sikh Societies in London have a mailing list and send out a weekly email giving their
members information on what events are coming up. We have encouraged individual Sikh
Societies to make sure they include Nishaan events.
However due to a lack of communication this has sometimes been missed or has not been
promoted correctly. It is important that a structure is adhered to and emails have a section
where events organised in collaboration with other universities are given a mention.
This also goes for weekly announcements made at Sikh Soc meet-ups.
Our primary struggle this year was tackling the negative and inflammatory comments made
about the Nishaan network by the more senior members of Sikh Societies. These generally were
accusations that Nishaan was taking over individual Sikh Soc events. With better
communication these feelings could be easily avoided and all it took to solve these issues was
often a simple chat.

FINANCES
In early November, Nishaan set up at a community enterprise account with the Cooperative.
Financially, our aim was to break even for the year. This means that we did not want to over
fundraise but raise just enough money to organise the events we had in mind.
Throughout the year we were cautious with the money we had, respecting our duty to act
honestly and economically. We felt that it was essential to keep a tight control over our money
supply and keep records off all financial transactions.
Despite our caution there were times when we could have used better judgement. This was the
case when we ordered 100 tshirts, which was far too many. The same goes for the pamphlets we
printed; in this day and age everything is digital!
Overall we would advise future committees to maintain a strong control over the finances and
allocate two members to be primarily in charge
We would also like to take this opportunity to say a warm thank you to any individual who
sponsored our events.
Please see the following page for our profit and loss account for 2011-2012;
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Profit/ Loss account for Nishaan 2011/2012
Income
Snowdon Sponsorship Money
Donations for Seva Day (Madison Brook)

1370.00
520.00

Collaborations
Ticket Sales
Other

2000.00
160.00

TOTAL INCOME

4050.00

Expenditure
Website (123reg)
Domain names -2yr
Hosting 1yr
Total

31.87
65.74
97.61

Leaflets

150.00

Seva Day

520.00

Collaborations
Venue
Projector Screen
Ticket Printing
Catering
Decorations
Cutlery
Napkins
Vehicle Hire
Drinks
Chocolates
Bin bags
Table cloths
Travel for Dhadis
Parking for acts

653.40
58.50
80.00
1250.00
75.00
80.00
5.00
90.00
120.00
30.00
10.00
170.00
65.00
10.00

T-Shirts (From Dr Print) 100 @ £4

400.40

UCL Langar
Van hire, fuel & congestion

175.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

4039.91

PROFIT/LOSS

10.09
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CONCLUSION
The development of the Nishaan network and the diversity and quality of our events has made this an
incredibly successful first year. But there is plenty more to do.
Our vision of developing Sikh Societies into a place where students can learn together and from another
about the ideals of Sikhi can only be achieved with constant self-evaluation. This report has been written
to aid future generations of Sikh society members to build on our achievements and learn from our
mistakes. Nishaan seeks to revolutionise our community by providing students with a comfortable
environment to study. We want to expose them to challenging ideas and debate, fostering new
community leaders, thinkers and activists.
We have learnt some important lessons over the course of the year. Clear planning and execution in a
professional structure is crucial and balanced role allocation prevents over-reliance on one or two
individuals. The high rate of turnover places a premium on skill-sharing and on ensuring a smooth
handover. The publication of this report is late. It should be completed at the end of each year (June) and
presented to the Sikh Society members at an AGM. This ensures that the entire membership can discuss
and approve it before it is published.
It is crucial that the contents of the report are thoroughly reviewed by the following NEC. The points
made should be implemented and the advice given should be acted upon.
Going forward, there are a number of areas for improvements. This year the executive comprised 16 fulltime members, of whom four were female. In the future efforts should be made to reduce this imbalance
by encouraging greater women participation. The constitution ought to be better appreciated and
adhered to, and future annual reports should be completed on time and presented at the AGM.
Importantly, future handovers should be smooth and efficient, in order to ensure that momentum is not
lost every new term. A process should be established providing for a graduated introduction of new
members to their roles (for instance, by encouraging them to shadow the people they are to replace) and
the timely transfer to them of useful skills and resources.
We fully expect Nishaan to expand on what has already been achieved and to grow stronger year on year.
By making Nishaan as efficient and enjoyable as possible, and learning from mistakes when they are
made, we can organise and inspire Sikhs to live up to our tradition’s core ideals of justice and equality.
The Guru’s message is eternal and the path of truthful living set out by Guru Nanak will continue forever,
it should be our collective responsibility to aspire to live this way.

Waheguru Jee Ka Khalsa, Waheguru Jee Ke Fateh
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